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I take SPACE to be the central fact to man born in America, from Folsom 

Cave to now. I spell it large because it comes large here. Large and without 

mercy. It is geography at bottom, a hell of a wide land from the beginning. 

 Charles Olson, Call Me Ishmael'

Most literary landmarks, like geographical and territorial landmarks, are 

imagined, coerced and manipulated based on cultural concepts, ideology or 

belief. In due course literary landmarks become many foci that create a national 

literary web. Generally speaking we use literary texts to determine important 

landmarks in literature. However, most literary texts find prominence because of 

dominant literary concepts and psychological paradigms that govern the 

significance of certain kind of literature to the exclusion of others. The American 

literature that we receive today also has similar origins though it has gone 

through a few interesting transformations in the latter half of the twentieth 

century as a consequence of minority politics and development in the 

methodology of American literary studies itself. In this paper I have attempted to 

highlight seven ideological concepts that have shaped the course of American
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literature and created various literary landmarks around it. These concepts are:

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7.

writing as historical representation, 

transforming America as a sacred place, 

eugenics and fitter families, 

possessing America and William Carlos Williams, 

changes in literary studies, 

culture wars or multiculturalism and, 

the rise of the American Empire and American Democracy.

 Since `writing as historical representation' and 'transforming America as a 

sacred place' are interconnected I would like to explain how European writing 

appropriated the New World and then talk about `eugenics,' claiming the land, 

changes in literary studies and `culture wars.' Since much has been said about 

culture wars or multiculturalism I will quickly go over it and get into the muddy 

waters of neo-conservative politics of today that has a strong bearing on 

American literature. Is it possible to still endorse the values enshrined in the 

Latin motto on the US one dollar bill—e pluribus unam—or, a time has come for 

a redefinition? Is America still a pluralistic society propelled by pluralistic and 

enlightened values, or is it a nation under siege?

1. Writing as Historical Representation 

Hayden White distinguishes between discourse and narrative on the basis of their 

grammatical features by arguing that the former is objective while the latter is 

subjective which can be gauged by the "linguistic order of criteria." A discourse 

has an explicit or an implicit ego while a narrative is distinguished by the absence 

of the narrator. In a narrative the events speak for themselves. However narratives 

also face a problem as they can represent real events and imaginary events; and
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both, the real and the imaginary, can speak for themselves. It is here that 

narratives become problematic "when we wish to give to real events the form of 

story. It is because real events do not offer themselves as stories that their 

narrativization is so difficult." It is therefore difficult to say what is the real story 

and what is fantasy behind the events that come to us as "historical accounts." 

Indeed historical representation itself comes under attack when we see the 

enigma of desire enacted and gratified in the act of claiming the land. Still these 

"imperfect histories" are also possible conceptions of the New World that 

modern history fully realizes. The fact these conceptions are narrated gives them 

 the characteristic of the `real' howsoever `imaginary' they might be at times.'

Right from the start American literature had to encounter the spellbinding and 

harsh presence of the New World—to reckon with an enormous space—and if 

possible to transform it into a place.4 The attempt to transform, from the 

European conquest of the continent to the present, took different and diverse 

forms, which now represents the diversity of American literature itself. David 

Hollinger defends the notion of "a national culture" that enables diverse 

Americans to come together. It also protects the United States from the 

"dangerous conceit" that it is a "proto -world-state" 5 The sense of a national 

American culture also permeates its literature that is at once ethnically diverse 

yet distinctively American. Courses in American literature select representative 

texts from six different cultural traditions—White, Latino/a, American Indian, 

African American, American Jewish, and Asian American—and understand 

what connects them to and differentiates them from each other. Why are the texts 

by American writers such as Mark Twain, Cabeza de Vaca, Zitkala-Sa, Harriet 

Jacobs, Emma Lazarus, Langston Hughes, Saul Bellow, Maxine Hong Kingston, 

Leslie Marmon Silko, and Ana Castillo American? 6 And why are they 

celebrated as literary-cultural landmarks? Apart from other issues represented in
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the texts they are about exploration, 

relationship of that space with the self.

appropriation, topology, space and the

When we talk of American literature we talk of the exploration narratives of 

white Europeans from the sixteenth century that have included imagined and 

often prejudiced histories of the land and its people. These histories or grand 

narratives as they were called, often marginalized and erased the oral literatures 

of the Native Americans. The Europeans has a linguistic advantage of sorts. 

They had already developed a written form of communication, which the native 

Indians had not. The Europeans such as the English, Italians and Germans used 

the written language to their advantage by keeping written records of their 

experiences. These records were quite meticulous howsoever prejudiced they 

might have been. The English documented the Americas in great detail even 

before the 1600 and appropriated the new world through their language. Writers 

like Sir Walter Raleigh, Richard Hakluyt, Thomas Harriot, and John White 

wrote details of European life and adventures in the new world as part of their 

attempt to chart its history and also claim the land for the English Crown. 

Raleigh for example not only wrote about Venezuela, but also founded the first 

 English colony in America in 1585 called ,Roanoke Colony, North Carolina. In 

1616 Captain John Smith not only wrote a historical account of his observation 

of American colonial life in A Description of New England but also claimed a 

part of native Indian land, calling it Jamestown.

Even when the intention was not so overt, Europeans did keep detailed accounts 

of their travels and travails which were passed on to later generations and in the 

process were authenticated as the true history of the new world. The Italian 

explorer Amerigo Vespucci for example kept detailed accounts of his expeditions 

of 1499 and 1500, which were later published in 1505. Similarly the German
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cartographer Martin Waldseemuller collected detailed maps, documents and 

letters that were published under the title Cosmographiae Introductio in 1507. 

The book contained documents and letter from Christopher Columbus to King 

Ferdinand and Queen Isabella of Spain apart from other accounts of the new 

world cosmology.

By and large tales of exploration concentrated on the difficulties of travel while 

historical accounts narrated the actual experience of settled life. Governors 

William Bradford of Plymouth Colony and John Winthrop of Massachusetts Bay 

Colony wrote histories—History of Plymouth Plantation (1630-1647) and 

History of New England (1630 to 1649) respectively—though both were 

published centuries later. Since most histories gave religious explanation to 

events, religious writings of John Cotton, Thomas Hooker, Roger Williams, and 

Cotton Mather dominated literature in the seventeenth century. The indigenous 

people were mostly ignored except in the work of Roger Williams, Key into the 

Language of America (1643) that tired to understand the language and cultures 

of the Native Americans. In other words the personal experiences of Europeans, 

often colored by religious and racist beliefs, wrote the history of the Americas, 

mapping its geography and creating cultural and literary landmarks.

The word landmark originally meant an "object set up to mark the boundaries of 

a kingdom, estate etc.," and was, therefore, used as a physical marker of the 

topography of a land. The figurative meaning of a landmark as an "event 

considered a high point in history" emerged around 1859. So before the mid-

nineteenth century the word "landmark" was not commonly employed to refer to 

a "high point" or watershed in history. The meaning of landmark as an invention 

or a discovery marking something is also of recent origin. Therefore it would be 

improper to look for a literary landmark in textual form. Rather it would be wise
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to see landmarks as an ideological position that helped create the literature of the 

United States. And since the King always financed expeditions to the new world, 

explorers were required by law to keep separate books for both expenditures and 

everything that they experienced, found or did. The European narratives became 

not only a hagiographical account of religious conversion but also a justification 

of both triumphs and failures in the New World.

Imperial European civilizations—whether French, Spanish or English—not only 
"crushed ," "scorned" and "neglected" the Indian civilization but at times also 

 romanticized them.' Unlike the Spanish and the English who sought the 

extermination and displacement of the Indians, the French "embraced" them, not 

because they valued Indian civilization but because they needed the Indian allies 

to continue the fur trade and attack their Spanish and English rivals. But like the 

Spanish and the English the French too kept careful record as the history of Rene 

Goulaine de Laudonniere fl., (1562-1582) and the journal of geographer Samuel 

de Champlain (1567-1635) journals reveal. Spanish explorer Alvar Nunez Cabeza 

de Vaca (1490-1556) was entrusted by Emperor Carlos V to explore the Gulf 

Coast in 1528. Cabeza de Vaca not only kept encyclopedic account of his 

explorations but also employed the medieval genre of hagiography, the life of a 

saint, which helped him to narrate the story of Christian conversion and explain 

failures as God's grand plan for his chosen hero. Before Christopher Columbus 

(1451-1506) set sail to seek an empire he wrote the Diario, a narrative of global 

exploration that established a strong link between writing and colonization; a 

link that helped Europeans appropriate the New World and expropriate "millions 

of prior inhabitants."'

Through the fifteenth century and until the nineteenth century writing was seen 

as personal representation creating texts that wrote the history of Europe's
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 discovery of America.'  So, most early nineteenth century American writers, like 

Henry David Thoreau and Ralph Waldo Emerson, saw landmark as geographical 

space to be identified and appropriated through language.10 The literary 

discourse as it developed in America signified how lived experience and 

subjectivity could create an inexorable image of power and at the same time leave 

the center nebulous without the certainty of closure." Throughout the colonial 

and early post-colonial period European/American writers felt that since the 

Indians lacked a system of writing they did not possess the right to the land. This 

helped the Europeans to identify themselves with the continent. In this way the 

"word" was made the "land ." 12

2. Transforming America as a Sacred Place 

The early beginnings of American literature attempted to create a sense of place, 

which could be used as a location to enact the human drama of exploration, 

settlement and appropriation. Before the mid-nineteenth century America lacked 

the literary tradition of appropriating place, though much of the works by 

William Bartram and H. Hector St., John de Crevecoeur were place-centered 

works. Henry David Thoreau is perhaps the first writer who directed his literary 

abilities to assimilate the wilderness within the boundary of human habitation. In 

creating Concord, Thoreau brought together the diverse resources of sociological 

fieldwork, autobiographical observation, environmental history and European 

land ethic.13

Most nature writing either falls in the category of describing travel through a 

region or residence in a particular place.14 It is the second category, which 

acquires significance both in creating a sense of place in literature and providing 

emotional attachment to a place. Thoreau's heightened awareness of the 

wilderness as home gives a special meaning to its topography, historical and
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cultural significance by wresting it away from the mythic dimensions of Native 

American narrative into the domains of English language.

Dwelling in a place creates a space within which, according to Martin Heidegger, 

"something comes into its own and flourishes ." Obviously settlers come to 

cherish the wilderness they call home and endeavor to preserve its pristine 

simplicity by introducing their exemplary living in symbiosis with nature. Both 

in Walden and his Journals (1837-1862) Thoreau provides us with detailed 

accounts of understanding human life through a study of home topography. By 

doing this he not only explores American wilderness as an intimate phenomenon 

but also transforms the geographical exploration of Massachusetts into a psychic 

exploration of the self. In other words by identifying the nineteenth century 

landscape of Massachusetts as home, developing a strong emotional attachment 

with the place, Thoreau transforms the alien American landscape into a sacred 

 place, both Europeanizing and appropriating it—creating a new concord.15 

According to his Journal entries Thoreau walked anytime of day or night. He 

took nocturnal walks to observe moonlit wilderness or conducted "fluvial walks" 

naked in the Concord River. On December 1860 he caught a cold while 

examining tree stumps, which led to his demise.16

Thoreau's Journal reveals how human beings can make a strong resolution when 

their objective becomes clear. In one of his entries Thoreau announces that he 

will go to Beck Stow's Swamp about a mile northeast of Concord to study a 

small species of European cranberry (9:35) but his resolution dissipates. Quickly 

he resolves again in the hope of gathering some fresh information or learning a 

moral. This ability to transform a near defeat into total victory follows an ideal 

of self-transformation. According to Joseph Campbell, Thoreau's walks establish 

an archetypal pattern in American nature writing—separation, transformation
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 and return." The separation from society allows Thoreau to forget the sordid 

debate about slavery raging at the time or the economic benefits of farming. 

Disgusted by the "restless, nervous, bustling, trivial Nineteenth Century" 

Thoreau's feels a superior sense of rejoice in ascertaining "the flavor of a 

cranberry" (9:37))8 This prepares the way for his philosophical assertion that 

the American wilderness in its transcendental and pure simplicity can be a 

worthy corollary to human civilization. Thoreau writes: "I see that all is not 

garden and cultivated field and crops, that there are square rods in Middlesex 

County as purely primitive and wild as they were a thousand years ago, which 

have escaped the plow and the axe and the scythe and the cranberry-rake, little 

oases of wildness in the desert of our civilization" (9:44). Many environmental 

historians believe that the development of national parks in America can be 

attributed to Thoreau's exhortation to preserve the wilderness in order to 

reinvigorate rural community life. In Walden he makes this claim rather boldly: 
"Our village life would stagnate if it were not for the unexplored forests and 

meadows which surround it. We need the tonic of wilderness." 19 This "tonic of 

the wilderness" can be extracted from anywhere even from plots of lands as 

small as 16.5 square feet and even from lands that have been commercially 

cultivated. The only thing we need is to transform or recreate the place by our 

own imaginative awakening. Thoreau harnesses the typical nineteenth century 

homesteading attitude of living against the land and transforms it with his 

transcendental version of coexisting with the land. By recasting the greedy 

pioneer as an unworldly transcendentalist Thoreau introduced the moral and 

spiritual content in American literature.

A new worldview required the ability to see the world from a new perspective. 

Perception was a phenomenon "of deep perplexity to the nineteenth century 

romantic mind" 20 Thoreau realized as he sojourned in the wilderness that it was
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impossible to find the wilderness outside unless it already existed within. 

Thoreau argued: "It is vain to dream of a wildness distant from ourselves. There 

is none such. It is the bog in our brain and bowels, the primitive vigor of Nature 

in us, that inspires that dream. I shall never find in the wilds of Labrador any 

greater wildness than in some recess in Concord, i.e., than I import into it" (9:43). 

By implication Thoreau extends the boundaries of American physical space, the 

tera cognita, to the psychological and linguistic space, the terra incognita thereby 

expanding the canon of American literature to include not only place but also the 

perception that went along with it. While describing the wildness of Concord 

Thoreau dehistoricizes it; he argues that the swamp of Concord lacks apparent 

human history and therefore possesses only a natural history. He inquires: "Has 

any white man ever settled on it? Does any now frequent it? Not even the Indian 

comes here now" (9:42). This superb quality to destroy time transforms the place 

into "other places." 21 The attempt to imagine a new place not only erases the 

past literature and history of Native Indians but also the Anglo-Americans and 

cranberry traders who were present in the country around Concord.

Thoreau will not rest here. The wilderness and the swampland is transformed 

under the pressure of Thoreau's imagination into a sacred place where man can 

recreate himself upon entry: "When I would recreate myself, I seek the darkest 

wood, the thickest and most interminable and, to the citizen, most dismal swamp. 

I enter the swamp as a sacred place, a sanctum sanctotum. There is the strength, 

the marrow of Nature" (9:45).22Apart from other things Thoreau was fascinated 

by Emerson's belief to discover the marvelous in the commonplace, something 

that American literary anthologies incorporated as part of early classics or nature 

writing.23
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3. Eugenics and Fitter Families 

It has been amply illustrated through the writings of Edward Said that works of 

 literature signify "concepts of nation, nationality, and even race." 24 By the 

nineteenth century as the American nation space is clearly established the 

difference is turned from the "boundary outside" to the "finitude within." As 

Homi Bhabha points out the "threat of cultural difference is no longer a problem 

of 'other' people. It becomes a question of the otherness of the people-as-one." 25 

Since exploitation has been the hallmark of the history of the West most 

European and American cultural practices are colored by imperialism. But 

imperialism is one thing and nationalism is another. Within the domain of 

nationalism certain discursive and representational practices are employed that 

valorize specific individuals as ideal members of the nation state.26 In the early 

twentieth century eugenics attempted to create an ideal Anglo-Saxon America 

and American literature dominated by white writers.27

Eugenics developed as early as 1850 and was a covert attempt to apply Mendelian 

pea-plant genetics to improve the human race. American eugenicists like Charles 

Davenport—funded by Rockefeller and Carnegie dollars—argued that society 

should be scientifically engineered to bring out the best genetic traits among its 

citizenry.28 With this view in mind they divided eugenics into two broad 

categories—positive eugenics that encouraged breeding desirable traits and 

negative eugenics that prevented undesirable traits. Obviously researches in 

eugenics were backed by a racist ideology and the "science" was both anti-Black 

and anti-immigrant. Though primarily right-wingers and conservatives like 

Lucien Howe supported it, social radicals and progressive thinkers such as Teddy 

Roosevelt, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., Woodrow 

Wilson, H.G. Wells, Emma Goldman, and Margaret Sanger (the founder of 

Planned Parenthood) and English psychologist Havelock Ellis were no less
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enthusiastic about the science. Both Sanger and Ellis felt that the widespread use 

of eugenics would promote birth control and hence liberate women. Socialists 

felt that eugenics prevailed the interests of society over those of the individual 

and therefore was good. Eugenics-inspired rhetoric of improving the human race 

was reflected in the popular literature from the late 1800s to the 1930s. State-

sponsored sterilization was an effective weapon to improve American genes, but 

it was the underclass, poor, immigrants, criminals and mentally ill who suffered 

eugenics sponsored sterilizations.29 Inspired by the U.S. eugenics movement, 

Hitler introduced the Nuremberg Laws in 1935, a national program to sterilize 

the undesirables. Hitler beat the Americans at their own game. And by the end of 

World War II as the horror of the holocaust unfolded support and funding for the 

 eugenics movement in America was gone.3°

4. Possessing America and William Carlos Williams 

Upon reading Columbus's writings it is possible to conclude that his essential 

motives in discovering the new world were to tell "unheard of stories, like 

Ulysses," spread Christianity and to become rich. And one or all of these motives 

in varying shades have also guided many who came after him.31 In 1939 

Williams Carlos Williams wrote that from his "earliest childhood" he felt it was 

his "first business" to "possess" America in order to know where he "stood."" 

Williams' claim to appropriate America within his poetic sensibility was in line 

with Ralph Waldo Emerson's belief that the poet is the "true land-lord" of the 

American landscape whereas "others are only tenants and boarders." 33 Emerson 

was suggesting more than self-reliance; he was advocating "economic self-

interest." 34 Thoreau translated Emerson's self-reliance into a real estate usurper 

when he asserted in Walden: "Wherever I sat, there I might live, and the 

landscape radiated from me accordingly."
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Though both the eighteenth and nineteenth century American writers realized 

with regret that they have arrived somewhat late in America when the project of 

appropriation was already over, they nevertheless appropriated the emotional 

territory through figurative language paralleling the physical expansionism of 

Euro-American settlement into Native Indian territory. In his long poem 

Paterson, Williams not only attempts to repossesses America as a part of a 

belated Columbian experience but also wishes to mark the landscape for 
 "proprietorship . "35 During a startling revelation in Paterson he confesses:

Language 

Is not a vague province. There is a poetry 

Of the movements of cost, known or unknown"

Like Walt Whitman in Song of Myself, Williams in Paterson seeks the center of 

American experience by creating a strong self; but unlike Whitman loses the 

centrality of self by acknowledging the historical past of appropriation and 

control. Unable to possess America Paterson "stammers in his speech" when he 

discovers that language itself "stutters" (Book I, ii.22). As language lacks the 

ability to allow the poet to achieve "radiance" independent of "symbols" he can 

only gain a "partial victory" (Book III, i.10B and Book I iii.30). Williams tries 

to bring the individual and the world together but somehow fails to reconcile the 

two:

The rock 

Married to the river 

Makes 

No sound
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And the river 

Passes—but I remain 

Clamant 

Calling out ceaselessly 

to the birds 

and clouds 

(listening) 

 Who am I? 

(Book III, i.107)

In a comment on Poe's works Williams remarks that: "Either the New World 

must be mine as I will have it, or it is a worthless bog. There can be no 

concession. His attack was from the center out... It was a wish to HAVE the 

world or leave it. " 37

Even if Williams fails in his attempt to figuratively claim America, most 

twentieth century American writers continue to make the material and symbolic 

acquisition of America their "first business." Obviously the business of 

representation in Christian and egalitarian terms on the one hand and the 

injustice of the American conquest per se on the other plague the twentieth 

century writer more than his predecessors. Both Jay Gatsby and Ike McCaslin 

fail in their endeavor to restore the "fresh, green breast of the new world" as they 

ignore their historical responsibility. As the twentieth century writer mutes the 

images of virgin land and the rhetoric of Manifest Destiny and other expansionist 

ideas it nevertheless resurfaces either as eternally available whore or eternally 

unavailable virgin.38 As recent ethnographic studies like of Johannes Fabian 

deconstruct the hegemonic or imperialistic epistemology of representation we
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have come to understand better the process of transforming 

other according to the power the American writer wields.39

and creating the
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